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A LIST OF PROBLEMS ON THE REVERSE MATHEMATICS OF
RAMSEY THEORY ON THE RADO GRAPH AND
ON INFINITE, FINITELY BRANCHING TREES
NATASHA DOBRINEN
Abstract. This list presents problems in the Reverse Mathematics of infinitary Ramsey
theory which I find interesting but do not personally have the techniques to solve. The intent
is to enlist the help of those working in Reverse Mathematics to take on such problems, and
the myriad of related questions one can infer from them. A short bit of background and
starting references are provided.
1. Motivation
In [1], Csima and Mileti proved that the reverse mathematical strength of the rainbow
Ramsey theorem for pairs of natural numbers is strictly weaker than the Ramsey theorem
for pairs of natural numbers, over RCA0. We wonder how much will remain the same or be
different when a graph structure is added, and what the relationships are between those and
the relevant Ramsey theorems on infinite trees?
The Rado graphR is the homogeneous graph on countably many vertices which is universal
for all graphs on countably many vertices. It is also called the random graph, as it can be
constructed by flipping a coin to decide when to add an edge between two vertices. Pouzet
and Sauer proved that the Rado graph does not have the Ramsey property. In particular,
they showed that there is an edge coloring with two colors such that no subgraph which is
isomorphic to the original (and thus again a Rado graph) has all edges of the same color.
See [10].
However, the Rado graph does have finite big Ramsey degrees, proved in [11] and [7].
This means that given any finite graph G, there is a number bound T (G) such that for
any coloring of all copies of G in R into finitely many colors, there is a subgraph R′ of R,
which is again a Rado graph, in which all copies of G take no more than T (G) colors. The
unavoidable color classes are called canonical partitions, and are described in terms of tree
structures as subtrees of 2<ω. Their proof uses a Ramsey theorem of Milliken for strong
trees [8] and [9], which has at its core the Halpern-La¨uchli Theorem [6]. More background
on these theorems can be found in Chapters 3 and 6 of Todorcevic’s book [12], and also in
my expository paper [2] available on my website.
In [5], Dobrinen, Laflamme, and Sauer proved that the Rado graph has the rainbow
Ramsey property. This means that fixing any finite graph G and k ≥ 2, given any coloring
of all copies of G in R into ω many colors such that each color appears no more than k
times, there is a subgraph R′ of R which is again a Rado graph, and such that no two copies
of G in R′ have the same color. Some reverse mathematics questions appear in [5], and we
augment that list here.
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The following implications are known as ZFC, or even just ZF, results: with (A) =⇒ (B)
=⇒ (C) =⇒ (D).
(A) The Halpern-La¨uchli Theorem for any finite number of trees. This is a ZF theorem.
(B) Milliken’s Ramsey theorem for strong trees (on one finitely branching infinite tree
with no terminal nodes). It is proved by induction using the Halpern-La¨uchli Theo-
rem.
(C) Canonical partition theorem on colorings of a fixed finite graph inside the Rado graph.
(This implies that the Rado graph has finite big Ramsey degrees.)
(D) The Rado graph has the rainbow Ramsey property, for k-bounded colorings, for each
k ≥ 2.
2. Problems in the Reverse Mathematics of the Rado Graph and Related
Ramsey Theorems on Infinite, Finitely Branching Trees
(1) Are any of (A) - (D) equivalent over RCA0?
(2) Is the rainbow Ramsey theorem for edges in the Rado graph strictly stronger than
the rainbow Ramsey theorem for pairs on the natural numbers?
(3) What about k-bounded colorings of graphs with three vertices in the Rado graph
versus k-bounded colorings of triples of natural numbers? That is, assuming the
rainbow Ramsey theorem for k-bounded colorings of triples of natural numbers, does
the rainbow Ramsey theorem for k-bounded colorings of copies of G in the Rado
graph follow over RCA0, where G is any graph on three vertices?
(4) Is the reverse math strength of the (strong tree version) Halpern-La¨uchli Theorem
for d trees strictly weaker than for d+ 1-trees?
(5) Is the reverse math strength of the strong tree version of Halpern-La¨uchli for d trees
strictly stronger than the somewhere dense matrix form for d trees? (This would
contrast with results in [3] (see also [4]), where we showed that these two forms are
equivalent for strongly inaccessible cardinals, over ZFC.)
(6) Does “The Halpern-La¨uchli Theorem holds for any finite number of trees” have the
same strength as “Milliken’s Theorem for colorings of finite strong trees holds”?
(7) Does the strength of the Milliken Theorem depend on the height of the finite trees
being colored?
(8) Does the strength of either the Halpern-La¨uchli Theorem or the Milliken Theorem
depend on the splitting properties of the trees? For instance, are two-branching
trees weaker than three-branching trees,..., weaker than finitely but unboundedly
branching trees?
(9) What is the Reverse Mathematics strength of the statement (D)?
(10) Does the rainbow Ramsey property for k-bounded colorings of the Rado graph have
the same reverse math strength as for (k + 1)-bounded colorings?
(11) Does the rainbow Ramsey theorem for the Rado graph have the same reverse math
strength as the canonical partition theorem of Sauer?
(12) How do the strengths of the rainbow Ramsey theorem for the Rado graph compare
for colorings of different finite graphs? Are they all the same, or does the number of
vertices in the finite graph being colored affect the strength?
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